AFRICA 2018 - SAFARI G
THE ROMANCE OF THE BETTY’S BAY PENGUINS AND HERMANUS TOWN BY THE SEA
Betty’s Bay is a wonderful and easy place to observe the cutest African penguins. They are so close,
un- afraid and just sit there looking magnificent, posing for the camera. In addition, the light is
normally very good in The Cape region.
Betty’s Bay is an easy drive from Hermanus, the best place (in season) to observe the whales.

THE PENGUINS
There are some lovely photos and wonderful to see how congenial their habits, often grooming and
cuddling. Near the penguin rookery there are many other sea birds: cormorants, geese, egrets, ibis
and many small birds.
Unfortunately, probably due to commercial over-fishing, the African Penguin in now an endangered
species. Estimates suggest their population has dropped in the last 50 years from 150,000 to 25,000.
Enjoy the photos!
Figure 1 The Egyptian Goose landing

Figure 2 Sacred Ibis in flight

Figure 3 The sacred ibis feeding on a rich
supply of sand hoppers or sand fleas. If you
lift the bull kelp there are thousands of
them jumping around

Figure 4 Sea shore textures. I love the rich
colours and varied textures of almost six or
seven strands along the shore line. The
green band above high tide is the natural
habitat of the African penguin

Figure 5 Red lichens paint the rocks in
Betty’s Bay. The same colours as the Bay of
Fires Tasmania, Australia

Figure 6 Hadeda Ibis Pair, Betty's Bay. You
can see the sand on their long bills after
they dig for food. Beautiful feathers

Figure 7 Nocator or bulbul finds plenty of insects
around the drying bull kelp

Figure 8 There are three species of
cormorants at Betty's Bay

Figure 9 The cormorants are happy to
share the rocky rookery with the penguins
at Betty's Bay. At centre is a nest of babies
waiting for lunch

Figure 10 Stunning backdrop for the
cormorant rookery

Figure 11 A busy place with nesting and
feeding for the cormorant babies.

Figure 12 A busy rock hyrax or dassie
wanders through the rookery. I think it is
looking for fresh spring water. The penguin
pair watch but are not concerned.

Figure 13 Dassie surveys its domain which
it shares with a vast number of birds

Figure 14 Egrets too find much food along the inter tidal zone

Figure 15 This must be the cutest, cuddliest
pair in the world. Thank you for the photo!

Figure 16 Love is in the air. We need more
babies as the species is threatened. Gulls,
eagles, rats and foxes are nearby
predators. The penguins are virtually
defenseless to these enemies. The local
community has helped by providing extra
burrows above the high tide.

Figure 17 When you have finished sun
baking, can we go for a swim?

Figure 18 Three little penguins off to see
the world

Figure 19 Penguins and cormorants share
the beautiful sea shore

Figure 20 It looks like they enjoy warming
their feet on the slipway. Fun to see.

Figure 21 OK boys and girls let’s go fishing

Figure 22 Wait! That tourist with the Nikon
wants our photo. Smile guys! Chin up!
No flash please!

Figure 23The wild waves and winds of the Western Cape build the sand
dunes adding to the beauty of the seascape. The salt tolerant plants move in
to stabilize the sand helping the dunes to grow

Figure 24 Betty’s Bay a spectacular
backdrop for the African penguin rookery

Figure 25 Egyptian geese...a lovely couple. Love the blend
with the red lichens. They are very shy and hard to photo
close-up. I was on tip toe for some minutes creeping up to
them.

Figure 26 Wonderful to have such an
adventure exploring the life of the South
African penguins

Figure 27 They happily preen each other
with tender loving care

Figure 28 No risk to the penguins as they
enjoy the use of launching ramp!

Figure 29 The banner is right on: “Take only
photos leave only foot prints”!

HERMANUS
Hermanus is a mecca for whale watchers in the calving season because the whales can be seen by
just walking along the shore or even from your hotel room. I would love to have a chance to come
back in the calving season in July and August. But then, I am normally sailing in The Med. Regardless
it is a beautiful little town on Walker Bay, with great vistas and walks. The old hotel has sea view
rooms. In off season it is not expensive. Along the rocky shore below, there are rare flowers and you
can also spot dassies frolicking amongst the rocks. The pounding waves lull you to sleep at night. Out
to sea is where The Two Oceans meet.

Figure 30 Hermanus shoreline offers
amazing walks beside the active ocean.

Figure 31 Dassie on an evening cliff walk.
Evolutionists conclude, based on feet and
bones structures, that it evolved along the
same path with elephants; its closest
relative! Dassies, the local African name,
are also known as: Cape Hyrax, Rock Hyrax,
Rock Badger, and Rock Rabbit. They love
fresh grass. Cute!

Figure 32 Pretty Gladiolius Carmelious is endangered and rare
to see. I had just finished reading the sign for tourist to be
careful, turned around and there it was, right under my feet!

Figure 33 It is in this Walker Bay that the
whales come to calve from June to
October. They say July and August the best
times.

Figure 34 Lovely Hermanus Hotel affords
stunning views Walker Bay and of the
Indian and Atlantic Oceans. You can watch
the Southern Right whales from your
room!

Figure 35 Sunset Hermanus

Many thanks for reading this far. Hope you enjoyed the fun and photos as much as moi. Mercie!
Good night!
Terry,
November 24, 2018

